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Executive summary
This report is sharing the results and conclusions of the performance evaluation for Raman
technology based on the latest LNG model developed by the Raman manufacturer. The testing
contained verification against certified LNG standards at a metrology laboratory and field testing
against a traditional LNG custody transfer measurement at the LNG terminal of Fluxys LNG in
Zeebrugge, Belgium.
For transparency, a GERG (The European Gas Research Group) steering committee was formed to
provide LNG producers, operators, traders and buyers with the opportunity to review and provide
input to the testing and review test results.
Raman measurement is an optical technology using laser light, at a specific frequency, to excite
molecules in a fluid and measure the optical scattering of inelastic bands over a wavelength range.
Different molecules (components) will appear at different wavelengths. Subsequently, chemometric
application modelling is used to model the amount of scattered light at the specific wavelengths to
individual component amounts.
The Raman instrument consists of a probe, fibre optic cable and an electronics unit. The probe can
be inserted directly into the liquid LNG, eliminating the need of complex bespoke LNG vaporizer
systems and the efforts to maintain them. Also, the stabilization time is very short, which is beneficial
for use in small size LNG cargoes applicable to the downstream LNG businesses such as bunkering
and breakbulk applications.
The test was performed to determine if Raman technology can measure the Liquified Natural Gas
(LNG) composition and calculate the physical properties for energy calculation at a precision
suitable for LNG custody transfer. For this, the results are compared with Fluxys LNG’s LNG custody
transfer quality measurement system which is quality controlled by their laboratory and designed
to meet the performance criteria in the GIIGNL Custody Transfer Handbook version 6.0.
After the initial field test demonstrated LNG temperature related biases, the Raman analyser was
returned to Effectech where certified LNG standards, prepared under their UKAS accreditation,
were used to add temperature correction to the model over the temperature range from 93 to 117K.
From the final testing we conclude that the Raman analyser, with an additional verification on a
high accuracy certified- LNG standard, meets the fiscal criteria below:
- The Raman measurement capability meets the mass based GHV uncertainty limit of 0.07% as
stated in the GIIGNL Custody Transfer Handbook version 6.0
-

For the mass and volume based GHV measurement, no significant bias was found between the
Raman and the traditional LNG vaporizer/GC measurement according evaluation done
according the En method from ISO-17043 with results shown in figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Performance evaluation based on En-method and uncertainties within custody transfer limits
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-

As shown in figure 2. The Raman analyser demonstrated a superior repeatability compared to
the GC/Vaporizer during loading/discharge.

Figure 2 Repeatability performance against international standards criteria

Further testing results demonstrated that:
- During the test runs the Raman analyser met the test requirements of 99% availability, the
analyser showed no drift and performed without alarms or maintenance intervention for the full
test period.
-

The Raman analyser demonstrated a much faster response to process changes, making it
especially suitable for measuring small and medium sized cargoes were loading lines are not
kept under cryogenic conditions outside loading/discharge operations.

-

The maximum measurement uncertainty for volumetric based GHV of the Raman analyser met
the manufacturers claim for the Raman unit under test of ± 0.112 MJ/m³ (± 3 BTU/SCF) using
the manufacturers standard calibration practice with the optical calibration tool, without
requiring additional validation on a certified LNG.

-

Occasional component biases were found outside the significance limit for:
o Nitrogen at or below 0.1%mole due to modelling limitations in the lowest part of
the range specifically to Nitrogen and,
o Ethane due to normalization effects between the main components Methane and
Ethane. Where a larger bias developed by the Raman in Methane will cause Ethane
to compensate the opposite way due to normalization.

Figure 3 Statistical agreement testing for individual components based on calculated uncertainties

-

Principally, the uncertainty limits that can be achieved for a well-engineered and maintained
GC/Vaporizer system can be tighter than that of a Raman analyser system. However, the
required OPEX and technical expertise necessary to a to outperform the Raman analyser system
is extensive.

Overall, the performance test successfully proved that the results can be used to proceed with
international standards bodies for including Raman technology into international standards for
LNG custody and for the manufacturer to continue MID certification of the Raman instrument.
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1. Definitions
1.1. Abbreviations
ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

CCD

Charge-Coupled Device

CTH

Custody Transfer Handbook

DCS

Distributed Control System

EU

European Union

E+H

Endress + Hauser Optical Systems

FO

Fibre Optics

GC

Gas Chromatograph

GERG

Gas European Research Group

GHV

Gross Heating Value

GIIGNL

Groupe International des Importateurs de Gaz Naturel Liquéfié
(International Group of Liquefied Natural Gas Importers)

ISO

International Standards Organization

LNG

Liquefied Natural Gas

MID

Measuring Instrument Directive

MV

Measured Value

NDA

Non-Disclosure Agreement

OPEX

Operating Expenditure

PRGM

Primary Reference Gas Mixture

SGSI

Shell Global Solutions International B.V.

UKAS

United Kingdom Accreditation Service

1.2. Specific Definitions
Repeatability

Closeness of the agreement between the results of successive
measurements of the same measurand carried out under the same
conditions of measurement.
Known as the dispersion characteristic of instrument results and for this
document taken as the standard deviation of each measured component
at k=2.

Precision

The sum of all uncertainties in the measurement chain for the
measurement and characterizes the dispersion of the values that could
reasonably be attributed to the measurand.
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It is understood that the result of the measurement is the best estimate of
the value of the measurand, and that all components of uncertainty,
including those arising from the systematic effects, such as components
associated with corrections and reference standards, contribute to the
dispersion.

Bias

Results whereby the measured value of the measurement differs from the
true underlying quantitative value.

Accuracy

Bias determined between the measured and the reference value including
the repeatability identified for each component in the mixture.

MID Certificate

An EU type examination certificate issued by a notified body in
accordance with module B or H1 in the Measuring Instruments Directive.

Uncertainty

The range of possible values within which the true value of the
measurement lies. Often accompanied with a level of confidence. Where
standard uncertainty is at 1 sigma or 67% confidence level and
expanded uncertainty is at 2 sigma or 95% confidence level

GIIGNL CTH

The GIIGNL LNG Custody Transfer Handbook reflects GIIGNL’s
understanding of best current practice at the time of publication.
The purpose of this handbook is to serve as a reference manual to assist
readers to understand the procedures and equipment available and used
by the members of GIIGNL to determine the energy quantity of LNG
transferred between LNG ships or LNG trucks and LNG terminals. It is
neither a standard nor a specification.

UKAS

The UK’s national accreditation body recognised by the British
government to assess the competence of organisations that provide
certification, testing, inspection, and calibration services. It evaluates
these conformity assessment bodies and then accredits them where they
are found to meet relevant internationally specified standards.
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2. Introduction
Conventional LNG terminals use gas chromatography to measure LNG composition using a sample
handling arrangement that includes a bespoke LNG vaporizer compliant to requirements stated in
ISO 8943. For LNG loading/unloading these LNG vaporizer systems are working in a narrow
operating window, close to the bubble point where insulation and flow rates need to be checked
frequently. Also, they require considerable stabilization time after start-up and stable flow and
pressure to be able to produce precise measurements.
Traditional measurement technology for LNG custody transfer is based on vaporizing the LNG and
measure the composition in the gas phase using a gas chromatograph application built in
accordance with the international standards stated in the contract.
The vaporization of LNG has always been challenging as the LNG transferred is close to boiling
point, with a preferential boil off risk for lighter components. To prevent these risks impacting the
measurement accuracy, strict design requirements and maintenance need to be in place.
In recent years Raman spectroscopy has been identified as a promising technology to determine
the LNG composition directly in the cryogenic process liquid.
The main benefits expected from the Raman technology are:
• Reduced complexity for integrating the measurement in the LNG process.
• Reduced OPEX
o Raman replaced both the LNG vaporizer and the GC. (less hardware to be
maintained)
o No high purity carrier gases required
o No longer requires tuning of vaporizer to suit the loading conditions. (deviations in
Pressure, Temperature and Flowrate.)
• Composition measurement fully traceable to the mole.
• Faster measurement stability after cooldown, enabling reliable quality measurement for
applications with small cargo transfers, such as downstream LNG and bunkering
applications. (No extensive cooldown and stabilization time (≥30 min) for the LNG
vaporizer is required.)
After initially exploring the suitability of utilizing Raman technology for composition analysis
directly into Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), Kaiser Optical Systems Inc. started the development of
the Raman Analyser’s model for LNG by cooperating with some export terminals. Most of these
tests involved installing a Raman probe in series with an existing traditional measurement device.
One limitation of these evaluations in developing a robust analysis model was the limited
compositional changes of LNG and differences in performance between the traditional
vaporiser/GC installations.
In tests done with Shell Global Solutions Inc. it was found that there is potential as reliability was
good, but some gaps were identified in the analytical performance and traceability. This was
flagged as one of the key areas for improvement.
To overcome these limitations, E+H turned to Effectech who have developed a bespoke cryostat to
condense a PRGM into a Certified LNG mixture ensuring traceability to the mole under their ISO
17025 certification. This allowed E+H to further improve their model hereby covering the full LNG
composition range.
This resulted in E+H having a commercial Raman analyser including a validated model based on
certified LNG standards with a known uncertainty and traceability to the mole.
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These capabilities made it possible to consider Raman measurements for custody transfer
applications and a project was launched to test the Raman performance in the field at an LNG
terminal.
The project was started between Shell Global Solutions International, E+H and Fluxys LNG.
However, to provide maximum transparency to the LNG business a GERG steering committee was
formed and led by Shell Global Solutions International with Fluxys LNG maintaining the contact
and reporting to the GERG. The following companies participated in the steering group; Enagás,
Gas Natural Fenosa, TotalEnergies S.E., GRTgaz RICE, Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd., Equinor and Exelerate
Energy.

2.1. LNG composition range
In the initial model development stage, the component ranges were reviewed by Shell based on
their cargo history database containing LNG composition information of loading and discharge
sites all over the world.
For the GERG testing, the composition ranges used for the method development were reviewed
against the GERG’s LNG composition database and the individual composition ranges as per figure
4 were included in the test scope.
Although components like CO2 and O2
can be measured using Raman
technology, the amount present in LNG is
below the lower detection limit and are
therefore excluded from the scope.
These values can be included by using
relative response factors. However, the
values obtained shall be considered nonfiscal and for information only.
Figure 4 LNG composition range
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3. Raman test objectives and scope
The objective of this test was to demonstrate that Raman technology can be used to provide reliable,
accurate and precise composition measurement directly from LNG in the liquid phase.
For this an RXN type Raman analyser with the LNG composition model was used to perform a field
test to assess if the Raman system can perform reliably under the varying conditions in the field.
This report includes the results of the field testing that prove the performance of the Raman analyser
is within the minimum requirements as agreed upon between all companies participating in the
GERG evaluation project. Also, it shares the experiences with respect to installation and
maintenance of the Raman analyser, to maintain the required performance level and uptime.
This report can be used by regulators, operators, industry bodies and companies as a technical
basis to consider Raman technology as a measurement in LNG custody transfer applications. Also,
it is to act as a guide on the minimum performance criteria and application testing for
manufacturers that want to include a Raman application for LNG custody transfer applications.
From discussions within the GERG, Fluxys LNG Belgium volunteered to host the Raman field test at
their LNG receiving and regasification terminal in Zeebrugge, Belgium.
A 3-way test agreement was executed between Fluxys LNG, E+H and Shell Global Solutions
International, where:
• E+H will supply a Raman analyser for installation on site and the required maintenance
and modelling support.
• Fluxys LNG will install the Raman analyser in their LNG discharge line and collect the
measuring data of both the Raman and their installed GC/Vaporizer system available for
the individual LNG cargo loadings.
• Shell Global Solution International will do the project management and based on their
previous Raman development experience, perform the evaluation of the measurement data
and reporting.
• The progress, results and findings will be reported to the GERG steering committee for
feedback to ensure Industry objectives are met.
Following a recommendation from the GERG steering committee, an engagement with a 3rd party
surveyor was scheduled, sharing the measurement data, to understand their approach for assessing
this new technology.
The outcome of the field test for the Raman analyser with LNG application:
• Shall provide insight in the closeness of agreement between a Raman analyser and a
traditional LNG measurement using an LNG vaporiser and online gas chromatography.
• Provide insight in the installation requirements for a Raman probe.
• Gives an understanding on the maintenance and operational requirements for a Raman
analyser compared to traditional LNG measurements.
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3.1. Evaluation criteria
The evaluation of the Raman analyser is performed against a well-maintained traditional
measurement system of a GC and LNG vaporizer.
For each LNG discharge cargo, the results (cargo mean values) of both the Raman analyser and
the installed traditional method (GC/LNG vaporiser) are evaluated
The performance limits are taken from the GIIGNL CHT 6.0 based on:
a) Meting measurement uncertainty for mass based GHV
b) Meting repeatability limits for volumetric GHV
c) For Raman, additionally, repeatability against ASTM D7940-14 is checked
To provide a complete overview of the measurement behaviour the below non fiscal evaluations
are performed.
d) Availability of the Raman analyser
e) Performance of the Raman analyser against the manufacturer’s performance claims
f) Closeness of agreement between the measurement components.

3.2. Criteria of success
For the performance testing of the Raman analyser the following criteria of success were defined
for LNG Custody transfer:

Uncertainty for mass based GHV
The uncertainty, at 95% confidence level, of the Fluxys LNG’s existing GC/Vaporizer for custody
transfer and the Raman analyser shall be equal or better than ± 0.07% of the calculated mass
based GHV as stated in the GIIGNL custody transfer handbook version 6.0.

Repeatability for Volumetric GHV
Both measurements shall meet the repeatability performance limit in GIIGNL CTH version 6.0
stating the volumetric GHV at 95% confidence level, shall be within 0.2%MV for GC/Vaporizer.

Repeatability
For the Raman analyser also, the performance stated in ASTM D7940-14 as per table in figure
5. Where the precision is taken as 2 times the Std. Deviation.

Figure 5 Evaluation limits for precision as per ASTM D7940-14

From engagement with a 3rd party surveyor feedback was received that as a default they would
look for an available international standard to evaluate the Raman technology during a custody
transfer loading. For Raman currently the ASTM D7940-14 was the referred standard by the
surveyor as the only available standard for this purpose.
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To provide the best possible insight in the measurement behaviours for the Raman analyser
compared to a traditional GC/Vaporizer measurement the following evaluations were also
included.

Availability
Raman analyser availability of 99% during the testing period and when required by operations.
Start of the testing period shall be after completion of commissioning and start-up.

Measurement uncertainty
The Raman analyser meet the manufacturers claim of determining the volumetric GHV within the
precision limit of ± 0.112 MJ/Sm³ (± 3 BTU/SCF).

Analyzer measurement comparison
For each cargo loading/discharge the closeness of agreement between the Raman and
GC/Vaporiser mean values are evaluated for each component as well as the GHV.
Evaluation is done according the En number method described in the ISO 17043:2010 –
Conformity assessment – General requirements for proficiency testing Annex B.
According this procedure, the deviation between the two values is statistically insignificant when
the deviation between the cargo mean values does not exceed the combined uncertainty of the
online GC/Vaporizer and the Raman analysers. The En number is calculated using the formula:
𝐸𝑛 =

(𝑋𝐺𝐶 − 𝑋𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 )
√(𝑈𝑥𝐺𝐶 2 + 𝑈𝑥𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 2 )

Where:
-

XGC = The reading from the Fluxys LNG GC/Vaporizer instrument
UXGC = The uncertainty calculated for the Fluxys LNG GC/Vaporizer instrument
XRaman = The reading from the Raman instrument
UXRaman = The uncertainty calculated for the Raman instrument

For uncertainty the values at 95% confidence level are used.
If the En number is ≤ 1 the difference between the measurement results of the GC/vaporizer and
the Raman analyser is considered not significant.
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3.3. Online LNG Vaporizer/GC uncertainty
The process gas chromatograph used for this evaluation is controlled under Fluxys LNG internal
verification procedures and fully complies with industry standard procedures for LNG custody
transfer.
The uncertainty calculation is based on methods described in the GIIGNL Custody Transfer
Handbook version 6.0 and for the evaluation based on:

The certified calibration gas
The PRGM, prepared under ISO 17025 accreditation, to prepare the
certified LNG for the Raman validation at Effectech is shipped to
Fluxys LNG for calibrating their online GC.
Full certificate is attached to this document under appendix 4.

The GC/LNG vaporizer limit as per GIIGNL
For the LNG vaporizer the limit of 0.3% of volumetric GHV at k=3 from the GIIGNL CTH is used to
determine the performance limit. As we are determining the data at a 95% confidence level (k=2)
a limit of 0.2% of the volumetric GHV is used.
A Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the precision limit for the individual components that
make the GHV’s 0.2% precision. The Monte Carlo simulation randomly varies all the components
over each component’s uncertainty limit determined according the ISO-6974-5 uncertainty
calculation and calculates the GHV from the composition according ISO-6976. The variation is
increased according an equal percentage for each component until the limit value of 0.2% for GHV
is matched.
See example for the calibration gas composition in figure 6 below.

Figure 6 Combined Vaporizer/GC precision limits

The GC/Vaporizer performance limit is calculated from the root mean square of the PRGM and
Monte Carlo simulation. The limit values will vary with composition hence a performance limit is
calculated for each of the evaluated cargoes. An example is shown in figure 7 below.
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Figure 7 Combined PRGM & GC/Vaporizer uncertainty limits

3.4. Raman analyser uncertainty
This is the calculated performance envelope for the Raman analyser including the optical
calibration and LNG model that is used as the performance limit.

Introduction
As the Raman application for LNG composition measurement is new, an uncertainty calculation
had to be developed under this project. This uncertainty is set up as a method uncertainty
considering; multiple Raman instruments (model transfer), multiple optical calibration tools (HCA
White Light calibrator) and multiple users.
For final expanded uncertainties a coverage factor k=2 is applied to maintain a 95% level of
confidence.
The Uncertainty from this calculation will cover all Raman instruments using the LNG composition
measurement application.

Determining the method uncertainty
For the assessing the instrument precision, the instrument measurement chain is evaluated. From
this assessment the below uncertainty contributors are identified:
a. Raman instrument uncertainties
o

Including uncertainties from LNG certified reference fluids used for modelling.

b. Measurement uncertainties based on repeatability of the individual components during
operation. (installation factor)
As a first step we have evaluated each of the individual contributors and determined their individual
precision. After determining the individual contributors, the overall uncertainty is calculated based
on root mean square method.

Raman instrument internal uncertainties
The Raman instrument is and optical device that uses laser light at a specific wavelength to induce
vibration of inelastic bands (Raman scattering) causing a frequency shift relative to the laser
wavelength and unique to a molecule. The number of photons at the specific molecule wavelength
are collected using a CCD camera and correlated/modelled to a concentration of the individual
components.
For our application calculations as per ISO-6976 are used calculate the properties like Mole weight
and Gross Heating Value.
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For the Raman instrument the below uncertainty contributors have been determined for the method
precision:
a. Internal optical calibration incl. Probe and Fibre optic cable.
b. Modelling uncertainties for each of the individual measurement components.
c. Temperature compensation for the Raman model
d. Metrology laboratory UKAS uncertainties for Certified LNG liquids
e. Uncertainties of ISO-6976 method used for calculations of properties.
We considered instrument electronics uncertainty negligible in relation to the uncertainty of the
optical calibration source and modelling chemometrics.
Since a some of the individual contributors are related
to each other1, the root mean square method will cause
the precision to be overestimated. Therefore, the
overall precision for the Raman instrument itself is
determined using a Monte Carlo simulation.

Temperature compensation

Modelling uncertainties

In this Monte Carlo simulation, the overall precision
range for each of the individual contributors is used to
calculate the overall instrument precision for the
Calibration
internal optics
individual components. The individual component
variations are included in the ISO-6976 calculation for
Mole Weight and Gross Heating Value. The standard
deviation from the simulation results is calculated and
the Uncertainty is taken as 2 times the standard Figure 8 Related uncertainties
deviation. (Assuming 95% Confidence level)

Internal optics calibration incl. probe and fibre optic cable
To set-up the Raman instrument the manufacturers procedure requires an internal optics calibration
incl. probe and fibre optic cable to set the full optical path and detector to a fixed intensity. This
step compensates for transmission losses due to individual component variations and allows for
models to be transferred across instruments.
Calibration is done using a calibration tool based on a white light source (HCA lamp) with a NIST
traceable relative uncertainty over the full spectrum as shown in Figure 9. From this graph, the
relative error for the measuring value can be determined for each based on the measured
component’s Raman wavelength shift.
The HCA White Light calibrator NIST traceable uncertainty limits shown are to cover all calibrators
supplied by the manufacturer, making it a relevant contributor to the method precision.
With this relative error the absolute uncertainty limits are calculated from the actual composition
and used as an input in the Monte Carlo simulation.

1

Core model uncertainty is contributing to temperature compensation uncertainty and probe calibration uncertainty is contributing to
both core model and temperature compensation uncertainty
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Figure 9 Typical relative error HCA Lamp

Modelling uncertainties
The application model precision is determined by Endress+Hauser Optical Systems based on the
evaluation of five LNG certified reference fluids, covering the full measurement range for each of
the individual components in LNG, at the model reference temperature of 113K (No LNG
temperature correction applied).
The uncertainty for each of the five
compositions using the formula described in
ISO-6142-1 Chapter 11. Although
originally developed to determine the
analytical uncertainty of a gravimetric
standard it fits our objective very well as this
calculation considers, the uncertainty of the
calibration gas mixture, the repeatability of
the instrument and the bias between the Figure 10 LNG compositions for testing Raman performance
instrument and the standard.
𝑈𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑥(𝑛) =

1
∗ √𝑈_𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝐿𝑁𝐺(𝑛)2 + 𝑢_𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛(𝑛)2 + (𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝐿𝑁𝐺(𝑛) − 𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛(𝑛) ) 2
2

The mean and standard deviation at each of the compositions is determined over at least twenty
measurement.
The overall result is calculated by using root mean square of the five uncertainties calculated and
applying a k-factor of 2 to come to the expanded uncertainty at a 95% confidence level.
The expanded uncertainty result is used as the upper and lower limit for modelling the overall
instrument uncertainty in the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Temperature compensation uncertainties
The uncertainty introduced by the temperature compensation is determined based on the evaluation
of the same five LNG certified reference fluids as used in for the core model, except for this the
individual runs are done at five LNG temperatures from 93 to 117K with 5K steps.
The uncertainty for each of the five compositions using the formula described in ISO-6142-1
Chapter 11. Although originally developed to determine the analytical uncertainty of a gravimetric
standard it fits our objective very well as this calculation considers, the uncertainty of the calibration
gas mixture, the repeatability of the instrument and the bias between the instrument and the
standard.
𝑈𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑥(𝑛) =

1
∗ √𝑈_𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝐿𝑁𝐺(𝑛)2 + 𝑢_𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛(𝑛)2 + (𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝐿𝑁𝐺(𝑛) − 𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛(𝑛) ) 2
2

The mean and standard deviation at each of the compositions is determined over all the full
temperature range with at least twenty measurement at each temperature.
The overall result is calculated by using root mean square of the five uncertainties calculated and
applying a k-factor of 2 to come to the expanded uncertainty at a 95% confidence level.
The expanded uncertainty result is used as the upper and lower limit for modelling the overall
instrument uncertainty in the Monte Carlo simulation.

Monte Carlo Simulation of correlated uncertainties
Due to the nature of the individual Precisions calculated for each of the contributors, a rectangular
distribution must be used. For this reason, the precisions for each of the contributors is randomly
variated in the Monte Carlo simulation for each measured component. After the variation,
normalization is applied to ensure the full composition equals a 100%.
The precision results for the individual components, volumetric GHV and Mole Weight (MW) are
used as the Raman instrument uncertainty in the overall uncertainty calculations. The weight GHV
is calculated from the gas density (calculated from MW) and volumetric GHV (as per ISO-6976
method for calculating GHV mass.)
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Uncertainty from ISO-6976
The properties, Volumetric Gross Heating Value, Mole Weight and Mass based Gross Heating
Value are calculated from the composition using the method described in ISO-6976.
Just as the composition has uncertainty also the properties of the individual components have an
uncertainty. These property uncertainties are calculated using the relevant tables in ISO-69762016 and included in the overall uncertainty calculation for the Gross Heating Value.

Repeatability at final installation
As installation in the field adds to the uncertainty also the precision of the instrument after final
installation must be considered as a part of the uncertainty calculation.
The uncertainty calculation shows the precision for the installation done at the Fluxys LNG site for
the test. For this the repeatability of each cargo was calculated. From the individual
repeatability’s a pooled standard deviation is calculated using the formula:
𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑈𝑐𝐴𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜 = √

2
2
2
𝑈𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜1
∗ (𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜1 − 1) + 𝑈𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜2
∗ (𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜2 − 1) + 𝑈𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑁
∗ (𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑁 − 1)

(𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜1 − 1) + (𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜2 − 1) + (𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑁 − 1)

The cargoes are measured during the various seasons of the year and at different LNG
temperatures and pressures.
The repeatability will differ per site as it is subject to many factors such as ambient temperature
and installation factors. For this reason, it is configured as a manual input in the calculation sheet.
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Overall Method Uncertainty
For determination of the overall precision the contributors described in the previous chapters are
summed using sum of square method. Results for the overall method uncertainty are composition
dependent; a typical result is shown in the figure 11 below.

Figure 11: Overall uncertainty of the Raman analyser

Raman instrument specific uncertainty
The method uncertainty is applicable for all instruments and applying the standard calibration
procedure from the manufacturer as done for all Raman instruments.
However, for custody transfer an additional verification using a high accuracy certified LNG at an
accredited metrology laboratory can be done on the Raman analyser. With this, the standard NIST
overall uncertainty from the White Light calibrator can be replaced with the much lower uncertainty
determined during the verification on the certified LNG mixture.
The procedure for this validation is set as per below:
f. At the metrology laboratory first a white light calibration is performed to set the proper light
intensity.
g. After this the Raman analyser is validated in a cryostat on a high accuracy Certified LNG
reference liquid under an accredited procedure.
h. The validation allows users to replace the NIST overall uncertainty from the White Light
calibrator with the uncertainty of the validation performed on the Certified LNG reference
liquid (bias and calibration liquid uncertainty).
The advantage of this procedure is that it provides a correlation between the HCA white light
calibrator and the certified LNG reference liquid which allows sites to verify the optical calibration
in the field using the HCA white light calibrator instead of having to organize a certified LNG
reference liquid.
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This correlation is valid for the validity period of the White Light Calibration tool which is 500
burning hours and an indication of the burning hours left is available in the calibration tool
software.
Typically, the manufacturer recommends returning the HCA tool to their calibration facility every
two years to verify if the uncertainty is met.

Instrument specific uncertainty for the performance test.
For the Fluxys LNG performance testing a validation was performed after completing the optical
calibration.
The Raman probe was installed in the cryostat and verified against the certified LNG standard to
verify the analyser performance based on its current optical calibration. The validation results for
the Raman analyser at a single LNG temperature are shown in the below table.

Figure 12 Raman validation results on a certified LNG mixture

The uncertainty for the Raman measurements U(yi) was calculated simply as twice the standard
deviation of the repeat measurements for each component.
From the validation the deviation between the LNG standard and the Raman analyser under test
was obtained against their respective uncertainties.
When replacing the uncertainty of the HCA calibration tool with the uncertainties of the validation
the below figure 13 instrument specific uncertainty is calculated.

Figure 13 Raman instrument specific uncertainty

These uncertainty results are used to evaluate the Raman instrument during the testing at Fluxys
LNG. An excel calculation sheet for the uncertainty calculation is included as Appendix 5.
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4. Hardware arrangement
This chapter describes the Raman field trial set-up for the instruments under test, how they are
validated and how they are hooked up to the main LNG discharge line.
The field test was performed at the Fluxys LNG regassification terminal in Zeebrugge, Belgium.

4.1. Equipment under test
The equipment under test includes:
•

•
•

•

The Raman instrument of the type RXN-3 using a 785nm laser, a Pilot-E probe suitable for
insertion in the main LNG line and 300meter Fibre Optic cable made available by Kaiser
Optical Systems Inc. Technical brochures are attached to this report under Appendix 1
LNG vaporiser (Cegelec) and online gas chromatograph (Agilent AGI3000) used for LNG
custody transfer by Fluxys LNG.
Separate online analyser (Agilent AGI3000) was put in parallel with the Fluxys custody
transfer gas chromatograph and calibrated per Fluxys LNG’s custody transfer requirements
using a Primary Reference Gas Mixture fully under ISO-17025 accreditation.
Fluxys LNG laboratory gas chromatograph results from a separate LNG sampler are to be
used for initial spot checks.

Fluxys LNG custody transfer measurement is frequently audited by independent surveyor as well as
LNG suppliers and found compliant with ISO 8943; 2007. Fluxys LNG’s Gas chromatograph
performance verified by Fluxys LNG’s laboratory.
Primary Reference Gas Mixture certificates used for calibration of the gas chromatographs are
attached to this report under Appendix 4.

Figure 14 Block diagram measurement arrangement
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5. Site installation and testing
The performance test followed the steps as described in the next paragraphs, in chronological
order.

5.1. Raman analyser performance checks
As per the agreement E+H has made its RXN Raman analyser available for the field trial. As this
is generic hardware, the LNG composition measurement application model was installed on the
analyser by the E+H application engineer.
To make sure the Raman instrument and application are working within the limits, the Raman
analyser FO cable and measuring probe were sent to the Effectech metrology laboratory for a
validation run on a certified LNG standard. For this validation, the composition was matched closely
to the average LNG composition discharged at Fluxys LNG as per Chapter 3.3.7 of this report.
A detailed description of the Effectech cryostat and validation report is included in Appendix 2.

5.2. Installation, Commissioning & Start-up
For the field trial the E+H commissioning engineer came to the installation site to assist Fluxys
LNG maintenance staff on the installation and commissioning of the Raman analyser.
Installation
The Raman analyser is installed on a spare 3”-300#
process connection on top of the LNG discharge line.
Measurement location is at a low point in the LNG
discharge line to ensure line is completely filled with LNG.
The probe is directly inserted in the main process line using
a “Lubricator body” designed for use in cryogenic
conditions, which enables the user to insert and retract the
probe during operations.
The Raman probe tip insertion in the main process line is
generally limited to remain in the outer 0.25 ID of the main
line to avoid excessive stress on the probe.
It is highly recommended to have the vendor perform a vortex shedding calculation according
international standards (e.g. ASME-PTC.19.3) when determining the final length of the probe.
From the jetty, the Raman analyser take-off location is about 300 meters downstream of the LNG
vaporiser used to feed gas to the gas chromatograph used in LNG custody transfer.
For the temperature measurement the PT-100 temperature element located about 100 meters
upstream the Raman probe in the LNG discharge line is used as temperature input for the Raman
model. If implemented for the purpose of temperature correction the temperature probe shall be a
class-A PT-100 calibrated for a cryogenic temperature range.
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The electronic units for both the gas chromatographs and the Raman
analyser are in the same analyser house.
The analyser house is a climate-controlled building fitted with
safeguarding measures to safely allow flammable gases to be measured.
The Raman analyser is connected to the Fluxys LNG’s central control
system through a serial connection based on a Modbus TCP/IP serial
connection.
An ethernet connection is provided to allow E+H to login to the Raman
electronics unit remotely when access is granted by the Fluxys LNG
maintenance team.

Commissioning & Start-up
Raman optical calibration
Before the validation on any process fluid mixture can be started, the Raman analyser, FO cable
and probe need to be connected to allow for a light intensity calibration.
This calibration corrects for any transmission losses that are
introduced by slight manufacturing tolerances on the instrument,
the Fiber Optic cable (including cable length) and the Raman
probe.
To set these values correctly, the following three internal
calibrations must be executed:
- A spectrometer wavelength calibration
- A laser wavelength calibration
- A full spectrograph intensity calibration
A spectrometer wavelength calibration is executed by calibrating
against a set of neon atomic emission wavelengths.
A laser wavelength calibration is executed by calibrating against
a fixed shift from a diamond installed as a calibration standard in the Raman analyser.
The full spectrograph intensity calibration is performed by using a white light source with a known
intensity over the wavelength range of the detector having a NIST traceable uncertainty over the
full wavelength range considering multiple calibrators.
The white light spectrum file is supplied with the calibration
unit and must be loaded as a calibration file in the Raman
analyser. This will be used to correct the optical response from
the system under test.
The full calibration and verification report can be saved locally
as a *.pdf file and viewed on the analyser screen as well as
accessed remotely using the analyser maintenance software.
For full details on optical validation/calibration of the Raman
analyser we refer to ASTM D7940-2014.
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After this a full system verification was performed on a surrogate fluid with a known Raman
response at the key peaks of interest and for subsequent derived property calculations. After
verifying that the Raman response is within the set limits, the probe was installed into the LNG
discharge line.
To keep the analyser stable during operation, at factory set predetermined intervals, the automatic
calibration function of the Raman analyser1) will compare the current instrument response to
calibration specifications and will recalibrate the spectrograph wavelength against a Neon source
and laser wavelength against a diamond shift if this is out of spec.
During start-up the performance of the Raman analyser was monitored on LNG by means of the
Raman signal intensity. The signal intensity should not be more than 80% to avoid overloading the
optical detector. For the Raman system at Fluxys LNG the signal intensity was 56% which is
matching the values shown during the validation at the Effectech test laboratory. The signal intensity
value does not impact the metrology provided by the analyser. The recommended operating range
is between 20% and 70%.
With this the Raman analyser is fully operational and ready for the field trial.
No further preventive or corrective maintenance was performed on the Raman analyser during the
performance run.
*1)

Wavelength calibrations are validated automatically typically every hour and calibrated when
deviations are above threshold values to ensure measurement results are not influenced by the instruments
optical arrangement and instrument temperature fluctuations. Other than this, no preventive maintenance
was done on the Raman analyser during the evaluation period.
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6. Performance testing
During the data collection period in total 7 performance runs where done where after each
performance runs corrections were made either in the model or in the data communication. The 7th
performance run was the final run.
One of the main findings was that in order to meet the tight performance criteria required for
custody transfer an LNG temperature compensation was required which was developed under this
test program.

Figure 15 Different performance runs at Fluxys LNG
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The boxes in the graphs of figure 15 indicate the different performance runs done over time to
come to the final model resulting in meeting the performance specifications.
-

Red box is the initial performance run at stable LNG temperature of 113K.
Yellow box is the performance run at varying LNG temperatures between 113 to 117K.
Magenta box is the first performance run on the new model with temperature compensation
included. (Temperature on wrong serial communication address)
Blue box performance run with temperature reading connected but temperature model
compensation not working. (kept referring to fixed temperature of 113K)
Dark green box performance run after correcting temperature reading for the model
compensation. (values kept referring to fixed temperature of 113K)
Brown box performance run with temperature measurement live and correction working
but with temperature reading set in °C instead of Kelvin.
Light green box final performance run with temperature correction working correcting

Raman temperature compensation.
During the first test run at Fluxys LNG a variation in the performance was found during different
runs. Although the results would meet the requirements for an online analyser for process control
they were outside the limits set for custody transfer.
During a detailed investigation it was
found that the root cause was due to
changes in LNG temperature. With the
unit at Effectech it was decided that
E+H
would
add
temperature
compensation to the model.
The temperature range for the
compensation
was
determined
together with the GERG steering
committee considering both traditional
and the downstream LNG applications
as well as the LNG composition range Figure 16 LNG temperature compensation range (courtesy of Enagás )
based on GIIGNL cargo data.
LNG cargo loading for retail LNG and bunkering is determined at 3-4 bara at a maximum.
From bubble curve calculation based on GIIGNL cargo data shown in figure 16, the temperature
range for LNG custody transfer is -163 to -143ºC (110 – 130K).
Due to a design pressure limitation on the cryostat of 3 bara and having to take a margin to avoid
being too close to the bubble point the current model is developed over the temperature range of 180 to -156ºC (93 – 117K). Due to the limited a linearity in the temperature correction the analyser
should be able to cover temperatures up to 130K but caution is advised on extrapolating on the
corrections across the min/max temperature values.
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After
E+H
added
the
temperature
compensation a model verification was
performed. To test the model including the
temperature compensation the GERG steering
committee proposed five (5) certified LNG
mixtures covering the range of LNG
compositions based on the GIIGNL cargo
data. These LNG mixtures are checked over Figure 17 LNG compositions for testing Raman performance
a temperature range achievable with the
cryostat.
This also provided the opportunity to evaluate the Raman analyser performance on a wide range
of compositions which, due to the limited variations at Fluxys LNG, could not be done during the
field trial.
It was agreed with E+H to do an initial test on Mixtures 1 and 4 and evaluate the performance
allowing E+H to make final modifications. Mixtures 2, 3 and 5 are used to evaluate the performance
on the final model.
After the first validation using mixture 5, it was found that a programming error in the TC model
was causing a significant bias in the temperature causing invalid readings.
The error was corrected and the validation was continued with the other two gasmixtures. As this
would include a formal validation for releasing the analyzer back to Fluxys LNG it was decided to
prepare a sixth mix with a similar composition as mix 5 and include this in the evaluation.
The test is considered successful when the validation is within the set limit values from the uncertainty
model for both composition and GHV.
For GHV, the results of the tests are shown in two graphs (Figure 18 and 19). The Detailed
composition data is attached under appendix 3 Raman temperature compensation testing. The
compositions differ slightly from the requested composition in figure 17 as a result from blending
tolerances.
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Figure 18 Performance GHV vol with TC

Figure 19 Performance GHV mass with TC
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Hardware performance.
Over the test period, the analyser hardware performed very reliably with the following remarks:
-

-

-

October 2019 a hardware failure occurred on the power board; the manufacturer replaced
the power board after which the measurement could continue requiring only the internal
optical calibration cycles.
For the field test, the Raman instrument was fitted with a temporary software licence. As the
testing period was longer as initially planned, the licence expired stopping the instrument.
After the licence was re-activated the measurement could continue without requiring any
additional calibrations. For this, the manufacturer was allowed access to the Raman unit to
extend the temporary license for the instrument software. This feature can be used by the
vendor to provide remote support to customers
The Raman analyser’s automatic internal calibration cycle for the optics proved very
efficient causing the analyser to run drift free for whole trial period. The first period of was
one and a half (1.5) year of drift free operation with a second period of one (1) year. In
between the analyser was taken out to perform additional model testing at the test
laboratory.

Preventive maintenance
Although during the test the Raman analyser did not require any maintenance, for long term
operations the following preventive maintenance is to be considered.
-

Replacing the Neon calibration board every four (4) years. After replacing the board an
internal optical validation shall be performed.
Replace the Laser every four (4) years. After replacing the laser, a full intensity calibration
needs to be performed which would require the probe to be taken out of the process.
Typically, the manufacturer recommends returning the HCA tool to their calibration facility
every two years to verify if the uncertainty is met.

The typical advised life cycle of the Raman analyser’s Neon calibration board and the laser unit
is estimated at 5 years.
Typically, the time required for these maintenance actions is less than a working day. With taking
out the probe and warming up would be the most time-consuming part.
A typical verification procedure from purchase to commissioning and operation is provided in
appendix 7. The procedures are based on lessons learned in the Raman field trial and are included
as a handout to LNG sites, terminals, and barges. It is at each owner’s discretion to tune the
maintenance program to their individual requirements including the necessary verification steps to
make sure the measurement is installed with a traceable reference.
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Final performance run
The final performance run was done from January 2020 till August 2020 and the evaluation
includes 12 LNG cargoes.
During this performance run no maintenance or validation was performed on the Raman analyser.
In an effort to present most realistic data, we choose not to apply filtering of measurement data
(outlier removal) on the individual cargo runs.
The individual cargo evaluations against both the method uncertainty and the instrument specific
performance limits are included under appendix 6.
The uncertainty limit shown for the GC is the performance limit values where Uxi_GC/Vap values
reflect 0.2%MV and LNG density is 0.45% as per the GIIGNL CTH version 6.0 and is identical for
both tables.
For the LNG density is included for completeness and is evaluated against the uncertainty limit
stated in GIIGNL
For the Raman analyser two different uncertainties are used:
- For figure 20, the Raman method uncertainty reflects the uncertainty that is calculated based
on the manufactures procedure and using optical calibration tool.
- In figure 21, the Raman instrument uncertainty reflects the uncertainty calculated taking the
results from the validation with the certified LNG standard instead of the optical calibration
tool uncertainty.

Figure 20 Evaluation based on GIIGNL limits and Raman acc. standard manufacturer optical calibration procedure

Figure 21 Evaluation based on GIIGNL limits and Raman uncertainty using certified LNG std.
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An instrument specific evaluation Figure 22 is added to demonstrate the maximum measurement
capability of each measurement set-up. For this evaluation the site repeatability data on the
GC/Vaporizer is used instead of the GIIGNL limits. For the Raman the site-specific data developed
under this test program is used.

Figure 22 Evaluation based on GC/Vaporizer cargo limits and Raman uncertainty using certified LNG std.

For the tables below, the first table shows the En comparison results that is used to verify if the
difference between the readings is significant if compared to the uncertainty limits.
The second table gives a numerical presentation of the main components used in the custody
transfer process with their limit values. The limit values are calculated by using the root mean square
of the GC /Vaporizer and Raman maximum allowed uncertainties.
Again, for the Raman instrument both the method uncertainty and the uncertainty using a certified
LNG standard are shown respectively in figures 23 and 24. The figure 25 is the site-specific
repeatability used for the GC/Vaporizer as well as the Raman instrument.

Figure 23 Cargo evaluation results for standard manufacturer optical calibration procedure
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Figure 24 Cargo evaluation results Raman uncertainty using certified LNG std.

Figure 25 Cargo evaluation results on Site repeatability instead of GIIGNL limits
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Repeatability
Comparing the results between the Raman analyser and the existing measurement system has been
done using the uncertainty limits. The repeatability is used to review the measurement performance
of the individual instruments during the cargo loadings.

Figure 26 Repeatability for the Raman instrument

Figure 27 Repeatability for the GC/Vaporizer
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Validation after testing
After completing the Raman analyser is shipped back to the metrology laboratory to do final
verification to make sure the Raman analyser performance is in line with the validation done before
starting the field trial at Fluxys LNG. The test is considered successful when the validation is within
the set limit values from the uncertainty model for both composition and GHV as shown in chapter
3.

Raman analyser repair
During unpacking of the Raman analyser at the metrology laboratory it was found damaged during
the transport and during power up it became apparent that both the laser module was damaged
beyond repair and the cooling system required repair and coolant filling.
The manufacturer shipped the parts and repairs were made by the metrology laboratory staff with
virtual presence of the manufacturer by video link and remote connection to the Raman analyser.
The below repairs and verification were executed:
1) The laser module of the Rxn3 was replaced Friday, January 29, 2021
2) Coolant for the liquid cooling system was added to the reservoir on January 29, 2021.
3) A remote support session was conducted on February 2, 2021 with the following executed:
a. Logged into the system and backed up all log and .ini files, and took screenshots
of the laser control settings and LNG configuration parameters to keep a baseline
b. Connected HCA calibration tool to the Pilot probe and performed a system
wavelength calibration, following the standard operating procedure.
c. Performed a throughput (intensity) calibration using the NIST-traceable white light
source of the HCA following the standard operating procedure.
d. Added Cyclohexane to a sample cell connected to the probe and performed a laser
wavelength calibration, following the standard operating procedure.
e. The Raman analyser was set to the cyclohexane verification program, which is for
collecting results for Methane, Ethane and Wobbe Index which are evaluated
against predetermined limits.
4) On February 3rd, 2021, two (2) cyclohexane surrogate verifications were run on the system
and passed the verification testing.
The surrogate verification results, as well as one done on November 17, 2015, were compared
and shown to be within the accepted tolerance values as shown in the table below.

Figure 28 Raman spectral verification on cyclo-hexane surrogate fluid
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Raman final validation run
With the Raman analyser repaired, the final validation was performed as per the metrology
laboratories UKAS accredited procedure identical to the previous testing. A similar composition
like Mix 6 val as was prepared for the final verification run.
The PRGM was condensed
and with the uncertainty of the
Certified
LNG
standard
calculated the Raman analyser
final
verification
was
performed.

Figure 29 PRGM Mix 20_1430_02 Certified LNG

Results on the final performance run are included in figure 30. Additionally, the final performance
graphs on the results, collected over the full temperature range, are included in the performance
sheet provided for the validation before the start of the field trial in figures 31 and 32 to provide a
good comparison on the performance before and after the field trial.

Figure 30 Performance results during final verification
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Figure 31 Performance GHV vol with TC and final validation Mix 7 included

Figure 32 Performance GHV mass with TC and final validation Mix 7 included
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7. Test results and conclusions
7.1. Conclusions
Overall, the duration of the field trial was from July 2017 through August 2020. During this trial
several measurement sessions were done. Learnings from the initial sessions were used to improve
the model. At the end a final performance trial was done from January 2020 until August 2020.
The Raman analyser performance, when verified against a certified high accuracy LNG standard,
meets the GIIGNL CTH version 6.0 performance criteria for LNG custody transfer and
measurements were in close agreement with a well-maintained traditional LNG custody transfer
measurement.
Demonstrated by outperforming one of the best-in-class GC/Vaporizers on repeatability, the
Raman analyser proved to be a reliable instrument, more robust to process changes while requiring
no maintenance for the full testing period.
Principally, the uncertainty limits that can be achieved for a well-engineered and maintained
GC/Vaporizer system can be tighter than that of a Raman analyser system. However, the required
OPEX and technical expertise necessary to a to outperform the Raman analyser system is extensive.

Evaluation against custody transfer performance limits.
Measurement Uncertainty
-

-

The uncertainty of the cargo mean values shall be within the mass based GHV performance
limit of 0.07%MV as stated in the GIIGNL Custody Transfer Handbook version 6.0.
o When an additional validation is performed using a certified LNG at a metrology
laboratory, the uncertainty of the Raman analyser meets the 0.07%MV.
o The method uncertainty for the Raman analyser based on the manufacturers standard
practice of using only the optical calibration tool is found to be just outside the
0.07%MV, performance limit.
No significant deviation was found between the mass based GHV values of the Raman analyser
and the GC/Vaporizer. Evaluation is done using the En method with both GC/Vaporizer and
the Raman uncertainty limits being within the custody transfer performance limit.

Measurement repeatability
-

Both measurements shall meet the repeatability performance limit in GIIGNL CTH version 6.0
stating the volumetric GHV shall be within 0.2%MV for GC/Vaporizer.
o The Raman analyser demonstrated a superior repeatability compared to the
GC/Vaporizer during loading/discharge.

-

For the Raman analyser an evaluation according ASTM D7940-14 was added based on
feedback from 3rd party surveyor evaluation.
o Based on the repeatability over the total number of cargoes evaluated, the ASTM
performance limits were met as per table in figure 33.

Figure 33 Repeatability performance over total cargo's
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o

o

Several the individual cargoes did not meet the performance limits. However, after
closer evaluation against the GC/Vaporizer component repeatability, it was found that
the cargoes failing the ASTM repeatability also did not pass the GC/Vaporizer
repeatability limits which demonstrates that these performance issues were caused by
external process influences during the loading.
Detailed performance data is shown in the tables of Figures 34 and 35.

Figure 34 Repeatability data for the GC/Vaporizer against GIIGNL CTH performance limits.

Figure 35 Repeatability data for the Raman analyser against ASTM D7940-14 performance limits
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Detailed evaluation based on available measurement data from for the
test.
Availability
-

Raman analyser availability shall be 99%.
o The Raman analyser met the test requirements of 99% availability, the analyser showed
no drift and performed without alarms or maintenance intervention for the full test
period.

The Raman analyser demonstrated a much faster response to process changes, making it especially
suitable for measuring small and medium size cargoes were loading lines are not kept under
cryogenic conditions outside loading/discharge operations.
Manufacturer’s performance claim
-

The maximum measurement uncertainty for volumetric based GHV of the Raman analyser shall
meet the manufacturers claim of ± 0.112 MJ/m³ (± 3 BTU) (equivalent to 0.08 – 0.10%MV).
o The manufactures claim was met using the manufacturers standard practice of using
the optical calibration tool, without requiring additional validation on a certified LNG.

Measurement Closeness of Agreement Evaluation
This evaluation was performed against the custody transfer uncertainty limits established for both
the Raman and the GC/Vaporizer and being within the performance limits for LNG custody
transfer. The results are shown in table in figure 36 below.

Figure 36 11Closeness of agreement for all components on individual cargoes.
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Measuring components
For the individual components occasional biases appeared for Nitrogen and Ethane.
Nitrogen evaluation
From the evaluation it was found that at or below 0.1%mole the bias between the measurements is
causing the Nitrogen to be outside the significant limits.
This bias is a result from physical limitations in the cryostat and nitrogen volatility during the
modelling over the full nitrogen and LNG temperature range. Also, in being the most volatile
component nitrogen is the most vulnerable to preferential boil off in the vaporizers.
The combination of these conditions caused the nitrogen bias to be out of the significance limits.
However, the impact on the GHV is not significant as the actual bias is still very small and is
presenting itself at concentrations at or below 0.1%mole of nitrogen only.

Figure 37 Closeness of agreement for Nitrogen measurements

Ethane evaluation
For cargoes T24 and T25 the Ethane showed a bias just outside the significance limits. The bias
was observed for both Methane and Ethane and appearing in opposite direction due to
normalization which is inherently build in the method of the Raman analyser. With methane being
the dominant component, the bias was still within the significance limits. However, for Ethane being
at a much lower value this was not.
Normalization is an inherent part of the method for the Raman analyser. Although the deviation
for ethane is outside the limit it was not causing a significant bias in GHV.
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Figure 38 Closeness of agreement for Ethane measurements

Physical Properties
When evaluated against the GIIGNL performance limits for LNG custody transfer, no significant
deviations on GHV and LNG density between Raman and Fluxys LNG’s existing measurement were
found.
GHV
The absolute bias between the two measurement systems, for both volumetric and mass based GHV
individually, was within ± 50kJ, which would be considered a very good measurement agreement
for LNG custody transfer measurements.

Figure 39 Closeness of agreement for GHV mass and volumetric
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LNG Density
For the evaluation the composition data of both the GC/Vaporizer and the Raman analyser are
used to calculate the individual LNG densities according the Revised Klosek-McKinley method. To
mitigate uncertainties the same LNG temperature measurement is used for both the Raman
temperature compensation and the LNG density calculation.
The for the uncertainty of the LNG density we took the GIIGNL CTH 6.0 uncertainty of 0.23%
relative to the calculated value at k=1. For our evaluation we multiplied this by 2 to come meet the
95% confidence level k=2 in line with the other evaluations.
As per the below results are in close agreement and within ± 0.5 kg/m3.

Figure 40 Closeness of agreement LNG Density
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7.2. Recommendations
From the experiences gained during both the development of the Raman model and the field testing
the following would be considered an improvement to the measurement performance:
-

-

-

For installation it is recommended to avoid installing the Raman probe in the top part of the
process piping. A piping nozzle either at the 3 or 9 o’clock position in a horizontal line
with a minimum straight length of 5D upstream and 2D downstream the probe would be
recommended.
Both a cryogenic bypass loop design using impact probes or a bespoke cryogenic
retractable device, that can be ordered with the Raman probe, could be installed to
implement the Raman probe into the process. Detailed design is subject to the owner’s
preference and site Management of Change procedures.
It is recommended for the manufacturer to add a temperature measurement in the Raman
probe to measure the LNG temperature. This makes it possible to perform the LNG
validation including temperature compensation and process measurements with the same
temperature measurement.
If a separate temperature element is required, it is recommended to have the temperature
measurement calibrated on the cryogenic temperature range.
Adding restrictions in user access for modifying parameters and a parameter change report
for the critical application and validation parameters would be considered a requirement
to enhance the integrity of the application for use in custody transfer.

When the model verification on a certified LNG standard fluid is included in the requirements it is
strongly recommended for clients to purchase a dedicated white light calibrator with the Raman
instrument to enable them to claim better uncertainty.
-

The white light calibrator is used to calibrate the optical path to the required signal strength,
before verifying the Raman analyser on a certified LNG.
The verification on a certified LNG is allows for transferring the improved uncertainty to the
white light calibration instrument.
The identical white light calibrator must be used in the field to set the signal strength to be
able to use the uncertainty of certified LNG standard verification in the uncertainty
calculation.
This maintains valid for the lifetime of the calibration tool’s light bulb (certificate validity)
which is set at 500 hours by the manufacturer. (E+H recommends sending the calibrator
back to their workshop every two years, for validation.)

MID Certification
Based on the performance during the test run Endress+Hauser have started a project with a Notified
Body in metrology to obtain MID certification for their RXN Raman instrument. For the MID
certification the GERG steering team agreed to share the performance data this project collected
as supporting evidence in the certification project.
MID certification is an instrument specific process and will be performed under NDA between
Endress+Hauser and the selected Metrology Institute with the authority to provide MID certification.
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RAMAN TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION
A.1.1. Raman Spectroscopy – A Tutorial by Endress+Hauser©
Raman spectroscopy is a form of vibrational spectroscopy, much like infrared (IR) spectroscopy.
However, whereas IR bands arise from a change in the dipole moment of a molecule due to an
interaction of light with the molecule, Raman bands arise from a change in the polarizability of the
molecule due to the same interaction.
This means that these observed bands (corresponding to specific energy transitions) arise from
specific molecular vibrations. When the energies of these transitions are plotted as a spectrum, they
can be used to identify the molecule as they provide a “molecular fingerprint” of the molecule being
observed.
Certain vibrations that are allowed in Raman are forbidden in IR, whereas other vibrations may be
observed by both techniques although at significantly different intensities, thus these techniques can
be thought of as complementary.
Since the discovery of the Raman effect in 1928 by C.V. Raman and K.S. Krishnan, Raman
spectroscopy has become an established and practical method of chemical analysis and
characterization applicable to many different chemical species.

A brief look at Raman scattering theory
The Raman Effect and Normal Raman Scattering.
When light is scattered from a molecule, most photons are elastically scattered. The scattered
photons have the same energy (frequency), and therefore wavelength, as the incident photons.
However, a small fraction of light (approximately 1 in 107 photons) is scattered at optical
frequencies different from, and usually lower than, the frequency of the incident photons. The
process leading to this inelastic scatter is termed the Raman effect. Raman scattering can occur with
a change in vibrational, rotational, or electronic energy of a molecule. Chemists are concerned
primarily with the vibrational Raman effect, and thus in this tutorial we use the term Raman effect
to mean vibrational Raman effect only.
The difference in energy between the incident photon and the Raman scattered photon is equal to
the energy of a vibration of the scattering molecule. A plot of intensity of scattered light versus
energy difference is a Raman spectrum.
The Scattering Process
When a beam of light is impinged upon a molecule, photons are absorbed by the material and
scattered. Most of these scattered photons have exactly the same wavelength as the incident photons
and are known as Rayleigh scatter. In the scattering process, the incident photon excites an electron
into a higher “virtual” energy level (or virtual state) and then the electron decays back to a lower
level, emitting a scattered photon. In Rayleigh scattering, the electron decays back to the same level
from which it started and thus, Rayleigh scattering is often referred to as a form of elastic scatter.
The process of Rayleigh scattering is visualized in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Energy level diagram for scattering processes. Left: Rayleigh scattering, Center: Stokes
Raman scattering and Right: anti-Stokes Raman scattering.

The Raman effect arises when a photon is incident on a molecule and interacts with the electric
dipole of the molecule. It is a form of electronic (more accurately, vibronic) spectroscopy, although
the spectrum contains vibrational frequencies. In classical terms, the interaction can be viewed as
a perturbation of the molecule’s electric field. In quantum mechanical terms, the scattering can be
described as an excitation to a virtual state lower in energy than a real electronic transition with
nearly coincident de-excitation and a change in vibrational energy. The virtual state description of
scattering is shown in Figure 1.1a. In the Raman effect, the electron excited in the scattering process
decays to a different level than that where it started which is termed inelastic scattering.
The energy difference between the incident and scattered photons is represented by the arrows of
different lengths in Figure 1.1a. Numerically, the energy difference between the initial and final
vibrational levels, or Raman shift in wave numbers (cm-1), is
calculated through equation 1 in which λ incident and λ
scattered are the wavelengths (in nm) of the incident and
Raman scattered photons, respectively.
The vibrational energy is ultimately dissipated as heat. Because of the low intensity of Raman
scattering, the heat dissipation does not cause a measurable temperature to rise in a material.
At room temperature, the thermal population of vibrational excited states is low, although not zero.
Therefore, the initial state is the ground state and the scattered photon will have lower energy
(longer wavelength) than the exciting photon. This Stokes shifted scatter is what is usually observed
in Raman spectroscopy. Figure 1.1 (centre) depicts Raman Stokes scattering.
A small fraction of the molecules are in vibrationally excited states. Raman scattering from
vibrationally excited molecules leaves the molecule in the ground state. The scattered photon
appears at higher energy, as shown in Figure 1.1 (right). At room temperature, the anti-Stokesshifted Raman spectrum is always weaker than the Stokes-shifted spectrum, and since the Stokes
and anti-Stokes spectra contain the same frequency information, most Raman experiments look at
Stokes-shifted scatter only.
Vibrational Energies
The energy of a vibrational mode depends on molecular structure and environment. Atomic mass,
bond order, molecular substituents, molecular geometry and hydrogen bonding all effect the
vibrational force constant which, in turn, dictates the vibrational energy. For example, the stretching
frequency of a phosphorus-phosphorus bond ranges from 460 to 610 to 775 cm-1 for the single,
double and triple bonded moieties, respectively.[1] Much effort has been devoted to the estimation
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or measurement of force constants. For small molecules, and even for some extended structures
such as peptides, reasonably accurate calculations of vibrational frequencies are possible with
commercially available software.
Vibrational Raman spectroscopy is not limited to intramolecular vibrations. Crystal lattice vibrations
and other motions of extended solids are Raman-active. Their spectra are important in such fields
as polymers and semiconductors. In the gas phase, rotational structure is resolvable on vibrational
transitions. The resulting vibration/rotation spectra are widely used to study combustion and gas
phase reactions generally. Vibrational Raman spectroscopy in this broad sense is an
extraordinarily versatile probe into a wide range of phenomena ranging across disciplines from
physical biochemistry to materials science.
Raman Selection Rules and Intensities
A simple classical electromagnetic field description of Raman
spectroscopy can be used to explain many of the important features
of Raman band intensities. The dipole moment, P, induced in a
molecule by an external electric field, E, is proportional to the field
as shown in equation 2.
The proportionality constant α is the polarizability of the molecule. The polarizability measures the
ease with which the electron cloud around a molecule can be distorted. The induced dipole emits
or scatters light at the optical frequency of the incident light wave.
Raman scattering occurs because a molecular vibration can change the polarizability.
The change is described by the polarizability derivative,
where Q is the normal coordinate of the vibration. The selection
rule for a Raman-active vibration, that there be a change in
polarizability during the vibration, is given in equation 3.
The Raman selection rule is analogous to the more familiar
selection rule for an infrared-active vibration, which states that there must be a net change in
permanent dipole moment during the vibration. From group theory it is straightforward to show
that if a molecule has a center of symmetry, vibrations which are Raman-active will be silent in the
infrared, and vice versa.
Scattering intensity is proportional to the square of the induced dipole moment, that is to the square
of the polarizability derivative.
If a vibration does not greatly change the polarizability, then the polarizability derivative will be
near zero, and the intensity of the Raman band will be low. The vibrations of a highly polar moiety,
such as the O-H bond, are usually weak. An external electric field cannot induce a large change
in the dipole moment and stretching or bending the bond does not change this.
Typical strong Raman scatterers are moieties with distributed electron clouds, such as carboncarbon double bonds. The pi-electron cloud of the double bond is easily distorted in an external
electric field. Bending or stretching the bond changes the distribution of electron density
substantially, and causes a large change in induced dipole moment.
Chemists generally prefer a quantum-mechanical approach to Raman scattering theory, which
relates scattering frequencies and intensities to vibrational and electronic energy states of the
molecule. The standard perturbation theory treatment assumes that the frequency of the incident
light is low compared to the frequency of the first electronic excited state. The small changes in the
ground state wave function are described in terms of the sum of all possible excited vibronic states
of the molecule.
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Polarization Effects
Raman scatter is partially polarized, even for molecules in a gas or liquid, where the individual
molecules are randomly oriented. The effect is most easily seen with an exciting source which is
plane polarized. In isotropic media polarization arises because the induced electric dipole has
components which vary spatially with respect to the coordinates of the molecule. Polarized Raman
experiments can be a power tool in studying the mechanism of orientation and the final structure
of polymeric films and fibres as well as in the characterization of single crystals.

A.1.2. Raman product information

DS Kaiser RXN4.pdf

Kaiser Raman
Kaiser Raman
Fiber Optic Cables DS Pilot Probe.pdf
Analyzer Brochure.pdfProbes Brochure.pdf for Raman Spectroscopy.pdf
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ACCREDITED LNG CRYOSTAT FOR
CERTIFIED LNG MIXTURES.

Liquid reference LNG mixtures were produced by condensing primary reference gas mixtures
(PRGMs) contained at high pressure in cylinders. The required LNG compositions were first
prepared as gas compositions gravimetrically in cylinders by weighing pure components into
the cylinder in accordance with international standard ISO 6142-1:2015 – Gas analysis —
Preparation of calibration gas mixtures — Part 1: Gravimetric method for Class I mixtures.
Once the primary standards were prepared, they are rolled to homogenise the mixture then
verified analytically using in house traceable reference gases. Verification was performed using
EffecTech’s in-house technical method, based on ISO 6143:2001 – Gas analysis — Comparison
methods for determining and checking the composition of calibration gas mixtures, which is
accredited to ISO 17025 by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). This
verification bestows international traceability to the mole, the SI unit of amount of substance,
upon the primary standard gas mixtures.
Once the gravimetric compositions of the reference gases were verified, the cylinders were
relocated to the cryogenic facility where the gas was liquefied in a bespoke cryostat. The
cryostat consists of a copper cell with an approximate volume of 1 litre which is cooled using
liquid nitrogen through heat exchangers. The gas
was transferred by mass into the pre-cooled sample
cell using liquid nitrogen as the refrigerant. The gas
is cooled to below its dewpoint to form a cryogenic
liquid mixture inside the cryostat.
In practice, a typical condensation temperature of
93K was used which was low enough to condense
the methane and nitrogen, with only negligible
amounts of nitrogen and methane in the vapour
phase. The condensation temperature of the
cryostat was controlled using small resistive heaters
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attached to the LNG cell and heat exchanger coupled with an adjustable flow of liquid nitrogen
through the heat exchanger of the sample cell.
Once the LNG temperature is determined to be stable, the liquid LNG is sampled, vaporised and
measured with a gas chromatograph. The calculated amount fraction of the liquid LNG is compared
with that of the analytically verified gas phase composition prior to the condensation step. The En
number is used to demonstrate agreement between the measured values and uncertainties.
Calculation of the reference value uncertainties was performed in accordance with that
proposed in the recent revision ISO/DIS 6142-1.

A convenient and internationally accepted method of demonstrating agreement between two
measurements with their uncertainties is using the En number. If the result of a measurement of
a reference material produces an En number less than 1 then there is agreement between the
measurement and reference material. If the En number is greater than 1 then there is a
statistically significant difference between measured and reference value.

Where:
-

Meas is the average measured value and Umeas is the uncertainty (k=2) of the measured
value and
Ref is the reference value and URef is the uncertainty (k=2) of the reference value.

The maximum difference between the gross calorific values (GCV) of the reference gas and
Liquefied LNG is 0.016 % relative (0.007 MJ.m-3).
In addition, the En numbers for the comparison of gravimetric amount fractions and corrected
amount fractions for all seven mixtures is less than 1 showing they are statistically identical. En
numbers for the comparison of measured and corrected amount fractions for all seven mixtures
is less than 1, showing also that they are statistically identical.
Typical evaluation sheet for verification of the Certified LNG reference mixture.

A.2.1. Cryostat product information and validation report

EffecTech LNG
Leaflet.pdf

15_1068
Report_Rev3.pdf
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RAMAN TC MODEL VALIDATION
RESULTS
These are the results from the validation of the Raman LNG custody transfer model including
temperature correction over the range of 93 to 117K.
-

The blue headers are the preparation of the Certified LNG standards
The green headers are the validation results from the performance runs.
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GC PRGM AND VALIDATION REPORT
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Typical field verification by Fluxys LNG laboratory on the GC under test as part of their internal
verification program.
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RAMAN UNCERTAINTY
CALCULATION.
Uncertainty%20eval
uation%20Raman%20LNG_0.xlsx
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TEST RESULTS CLOSENESS OF
AGREEMENT GC/VAPORIZER AND RAMAN
Below are the results from the final performance test runt which took place from January 2020 until
August 2020. The evaluation is done as per the procedures described in this report.
Performance test data for measurements under test
For each of the cargoes, the following data is shown.
a. Evaluation based on GIIGNL method uncertainty limits for GC/Vaporizer and Raman
uncertainty limits using manufacturers standard calibration procedure only.
b. Evaluation based on GIIGNL method uncertainty limits for GC/Vaporizer and Raman
uncertainty limits using manufacturers standard calibration procedure and additional
verification on a Certified LNG standard fluid.
c. Evaluation based on Cargo repeatability data for the GC/Vaporizer and Raman
uncertainty limits using manufacturers standard calibration procedure and additional
verification on a Certified LNG standard fluid.
For the tables the colours indicate the following:
The green background indicates that the value is above the minimum threshold.
The yellow background indicates that the value is below the minimum threshold.
The amber background indicates that a bias is detected for a value above the minimum threshold.
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A.6.1. Individual cargo evaluation results
Cargo evaluation T15 a.

Cargo evaluation T15 b.

Cargo evaluation T15 c.
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Cargo evaluation T16 a.

Cargo evaluation T16 b.

Cargo evaluation T16 c.
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Cargo evaluation T17 a.

Cargo evaluation T17 b.

Cargo evaluation T17 c.
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Cargo evaluation T18 a.

Cargo evaluation T18 b.

Cargo evaluation T18 c.
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Cargo evaluation T19 a.

Cargo evaluation T19 b.

Cargo evaluation T19 c.
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Cargo evaluation T20 a.

Cargo evaluation T20 b.

Cargo evaluation T20 c.
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Cargo evaluation T21 a.

Cargo evaluation T21 b.

Cargo evaluation T21 c.
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Cargo evaluation T22 a.

Cargo evaluation T22 b.

Cargo evaluation T22 c.
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Cargo evaluation T23 a.

Cargo evaluation T23 b.

Cargo evaluation T23 c.
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Cargo evaluation T24 a.

Cargo evaluation T24 b.

Cargo evaluation T24 c.
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Cargo evaluation T25 a.

Cargo evaluation T25 b.

Cargo evaluation T25 c.
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Cargo evaluation T26 a.

Cargo evaluation T26 b.

Cargo evaluation T26 c.
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A.6.2. En results according ISO 17043
All cargoes a.

All cargoes b.

All cargoes c.
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A.6.3.

Precision results
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RAMAN VERFICATION AND
MAINTENANCE
Calibration, Verification and Testing
Currently ASTM D7940-14 is the only standard covering LNG analysis using Raman spectroscopy
and as such will be used by 3rd party surveyor companies to validate the performance in case no
further agreements exist between parties on LNG custody transfer.
Based on learnings from the GERG validation work, an enhanced testing plan is recommended for
each deployment in Shell LNG bunkering custody transfer applications and is described below.
The main differences with the standard manufacturers test plan are the inclusions of reference LNG
verification to verify the application parameters and temperature compensation model are included
correctly and white light calibration at factory acceptance testing.

In House Testing (IHT)
The In-House Testing consists of the vendor’s standard internal quality assurance, inspection, setup and functional testing activities. These tests involve the vendor only and test results shall be
documented and included in the vendor’s documentation package. The In House Testing is typically
not witnessed by the owner or a 3rd party.

Factory Acceptance Testing
The FAT should consist of the following items and should be witnessed by the owner and/or a 3rd
party surveyor assigned by the owner:
•
•

•

Vendor’s standard FAT activities
Reference LNG verification: This is a verification of the analyser electronics unit to assess the
temperature compensation and measurement application performance against a certified
reference LNG mixture. The test shall be executed in a cryostat at an accredited laboratory.
Verification against a single LNG mixture is enough, but the verification should cover the range
of LNG temperatures from 93-117K.
Currently Effectech in the UK is the only accredited facility, but it is feasible to schedule cryostat
verification together with the other factory acceptance tests. This is an analyser application
verification only and any probe and fibre cable can be used.
White light calibration: White light calibration is described in ASTM D7940 and involves using
a NIST traceable white light source to calibrate the wavelength response of the complete
assembly (probe, fibre cable and analyser). This must be performed with the analyser, probe
and cable used for the measurement to disconnect installation and fabrication effects from the
measurement performance.
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Commissioning & Site Acceptance Testing (SAT) at final location
Shipyard commissioning and site testing activities should consist of the following items and should
be witnessed by the owner and a 3rd party surveyor:
•
•

•

•

•

Vendor’s standard installation checks and tests.
Integrated testing between the analyser and other systems such as the CTMS to test and confirm
the communications setup and configuration. This test should be performed with representatives
from each system vendor and the engineering integrator present.
White light calibration should be performed again on board the vessel and, as per ASTM
D7940, is ideally done as part of the final functional check during gas trials or first operation
to minimise the possibility for alteration prior to introduction of LNG shortly after. The probe
will be removed from the line and this test should be done before first loading.
Once completed the FO shall remain connected, removal of the fibre optic connections will
void the calibration.
Wavelength and Intensity check results shall be verified. Both checks shall be performed
automatically at set intervals and results shall indicate PASS. To ensure internal optical
alignment is unchanged and within the instrument’s performance limits.
A surrogate fluid test using a small fluid sample with similar spectra to LNG, usually
cyclohexane, which can be used to generate analyser readings and test the communication
interfaces.

Commissioning & SAT at Gas Trials or 1st Operation
Shipyard commissioning and site testing activities should consist of the following items and should
be witnessed by the owner and a 3rd party surveyor. Tests should be completed in the order listed
here.
•

•

•
•

Wavelength and Intensity check results shall be verified. Both checks are performed
automatically by the instrument at set intervals to ensure internal optical alignment is unchanged
and within the instrument’s performance limits and results shall indicate PASS.
White light calibration should be performed on board the vessel and, as per ASTM D7940, is
ideally done as part of the final functional check during gas trials or first operation to minimise
the possibility for alteration prior to introduction of LNG shortly after. The probe will be removed
from the line and this test should be done before first loading.
Once completed the FO shall remain connected, removal of the fibre optic connections will
void the calibration.
A surrogate fluid test should then be performed while the probe is still removed to verify the
analyser response. The probe can be reinserted into the pipe on completion of this test.
The final step is to review LNG composition measurements and CTMS and BDN interfaces
during first operation. Raman analyser measurements can be compared against loading
terminal composition measurements.
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In Service Verification, Maintenance & Calibration
At present the following activities are recommended after the bunker vessel enters service:
•

•

•
•
•

Wavelength and Intensity check results shall be verified during each vessel loading at the
loading terminal. Both checks are performed automatically by the instrument at set intervals to
ensure internal optical alignment is unchanged and within the instrument’s performance limits
and results shall indicate PASS.
Review LNG loading composition measurements and CTMS and BDN interfaces Raman
analyser measurements results can be compared against loading terminal composition
measurements. It is recommended to track the deviation between the Raman and the load
port results for each component in a control chart as a performance record.
A surrogate fluid test is recommended every 2 years to verify the analyser. Note that this
requires the probe to be removed from the pipe.
Planned maintenance can be scheduled during vessel dockings (every 4 years). This is to include
replacement of the analyser laser board and neon board and electronics overhaul.
White lite calibration and Reference LNG verification should be performed after planned
maintenance. This is a verification of the analyser electronics unit to assess the temperature
compensation and measurement application performance against a certified reference LNG
mixture. The test shall be executed in a cryostat at an accredited laboratory. Verification against
a single LNG mixture is enough, but the verification should cover the range of LNG
temperatures from 93-120K.
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